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In mid-1965, at a time when the Commonwealth was in great political disarray, its Prime Ministers met in London. Despite Rhodesia, Kashmir, the Common Market, migration and other diversions, they still found time to give birth to two babies of a less controversial kind: the Commonwealth Secretariatby far the heavier twinand the Commonwealth Foundation.
The Secretariat was to be, and has now successfully become, the Commonwealth's political 'engine room'. The Foundation was brought into being in the hope that it would give further substance to the old truism that the Commonwealth is as much an association of peoples as of governments.
Thus, on March 1, 1966, from the coachmen's quarters at Marlborough House, the Foundation opened its doors for businessa nice mixture of modesty in practice and prestige yet to come. The Foundation is one fine example of Commonwealth pragmatism. Today, 25 independent governments, representing 800 million people who in turn represent almost every creed, colour and political persuasion throughout the world, subscribe the modest sum of £250,000 annually to its funds. Each country nominates a Trustee to serve on the Foundation's Board. Most of these are Commonwealth High Commissioners in London. Yet the chairman, Sir Macfarlane Burnet, is a most distinguished private citizen. And while the Foundation thankfully takes money from governments, its terms of reference enjoin it to act as a private, autonomous body concerned with aid to the professions in the private sector.
The Foundation's aims, after three years of trial, error and experience, can be put in this rough order of priority:
(1) To encourage the growth of Commonwealthwide professional associations (and in this field, of course, the Commonwealth Medical Association was a helpful pioneer).
(2) To help to create national professional societies as part of a general process of 'deanglicization'.
(3) To promote regional professional activity. (4) To encourage the personal interchange of skills and experience. (5) To aid the broadening of experience through the printed word.
These, of course, are thumbnail-sketch priorities and, keeping in mind that the Foundation is charged with the task of helping all professions and their individual members in all Commonwealth countries (we have incidentally now tracked down upwards of a thousand organizations and hope soon to publish a worth-while 'Guide to the Professions in the Commonwealth'), there must also be 'thumbnail negatives'.
In short, before giving a few practical examples of the way in which the Foundation seeks to help the medical profession, it must be explained where the Trustees, under their terms of reference, cannot and will not help.
To begin with, they are far too poor to build a laboratory, or to provide sophisticated equipment or libraries. Neither will they help to add additional stories to existing ivory towers. Geared as they are to increase in small ways the practical wisdom of the newer world and to help the kind of man who takes his coat off and gets down to work, they see little sense in prolonging the life of the permanent itinerant research scholar. In their view he can do better service to his country on the spot than by sitting behind a microscope in Mepmphis or Manchester. Students, too, are outside the Foundation's bailiwick.
PracticalPriorities
The first practical priority on the short list was encouragement for the creation of Commonwealth-wide professional associations.
When the Foundation came into being, there were two worthy precedentsthe Commonwealth Medical Association and the Commonwealth Association of Architects. Less than three years later, thanks to the efforts of the Trustees, there are now similar bodies in the legal, veterinary and surveying fields. Last December, in New Delhi, Commonwealth geographers decided to follow the same road.
This summer, in Montreal and London, Commonwealth nurses and pharmacists respectively will decide whether to create their own pan-Commonwealth associations. To all these professions the Foundation has made sizeable grants to cover both travel and administrative costs.
What is the purpose of such associations? Briefly, to provide a modest central Secretariat for the surveyors, doctors and architects in Britain and for the veterinarians and lawyers in Canada. This is not mere window dressing. Experience has already shown that, at relatively small cost, these Secretariats can collate and disseminate professional views and experience; co-ordinate programmes for Commonwealthwide or regional meetings; stimulate studies on training, curricula, reciprocity, standards, publications and the like. The broad aim is not professional exclusivity. Far from it; the object is to create built-in assets. It is no mere propaganda to point to the fact that the representatives of some twenty national architectural societies in the Commonwealth got through more down-to-earth business in three days at a recent meeting in Malta than they went on to achieve at a ten-day international conference of architects in Paris. It is not just a question of language. Habit, instinct, reaction, thought processes and training all have their part to play in making Commonwealth practitioners a peculiar breed armed with what can only be called a built-in professional short-cut. No one would claim that this historical accident can survive without careful servicing. But, faute de mieux, it seems to many worth conserving. This is one good reason for the Foundation's existence.
In the medical field this philosophy has led the Trustees to support widespread Commonwealth attendance at recent CMA conferences in India and Australia; to provide money for a regional meeting of BMA branches in the Caribbean, and to finance Commonwealth attendance at the 1969 clinical meeting of the BMA in Malta. Some £20,000 has gone towards these activities alone.
The Printed Word The Foundation cannot provide books or libraries; but help towards the wider distribution of professional journals is proving to be a worthwhile ecological niche. Sheer individual poverty or temporary exchange control restrictions can be high barriers to the free flow of professional knowledge. Recognizing these facts, the Trustees have, for instance, recently awarded £12,000 to help engineers in India to receive, over a threeyear period, a wide range of journals from this country. £6,000 has been allocated to ensure a wide, free distribution of the Tropical Diseases Bulletin to teaching hospitals, medical associations and libraries in the developing Commonwealth which cannot at present afford subscriptions, and close on £10,000 has been used to launch a new-style basic journal, Tropical Animal Health and Production.
Help to the Individual The last, largest and most controversial zone of activity with which the Foundation deals is help to the individual.
It is calculated that, in their first 2* years of activity, the Trustees have offered travel grants to upwards of 200 doctors and paramedical personnel within the Commonwealth. Some will have attended international conferenceson anesthetics in London; on physical medicine in Montreal; on tropical medicine in Zambia; and on forensic sciences in Toronto. Others will have travelled on refresher coursesa medical illustrator, for example, from Uganda to Britainor on advisory visits and exchanges.
Here the Foundation has a role which larger organizationsinternational or nationalwill not, dare not or simply disdain to play. As a small but world-wide body it takes pride in its brief motto, 'Multilateral elasticity'. Thus, at short notice the Foundation has been able to promote an advisory visit in obstetrics and gynascology from Nigeria to New Guinea; teaching and training exchanges between hospitals in New Zealand and Fiji; a refresher visit by an orthopedic surgeon from Uganda to Jamaica, and so forth.
This may seem no more than an extravagant diffusion of funds. The Foundation's 'fan-mail' suggests the contrary. In fact, two of the curses of the development decade have been, first, a failure to marry the feasible to the desirable; and, second, intelkltual isolation. That is why the Commonwealth Foundation feels that it has a small but important role to play, by curing professional isolation in short, sharp, bursts. For instance, by helping lonely up-country practitioners in Uganda to attend refresher courses at Makerere from time to time; by bringing specialists in Asia to research centres in the West in order to bring their experience up to date; by fortifying the frustrated and perhaps solitary ENT surgeon somewhere in the Caribbean or Pacific by means of a morale-boosting visit from a sympathetic colleague from the rich North.
To sum up, some of the main tasks of the Commonwealth Foundation are to help reduce that sense of isolation; to mix up professional people in a uniquely multilateral way; to rub minds and experience together at relatively modest cost; and to preserve and build further upon a solid educational heritage. The theme suggested by the title is so vast that it might suitably cover a series of lectures such as those given, for example, by Sir Arthur Newsholme many years ago on 'International Studies on the Relation between the Private and Official Practice of Medicine with Special Reference to the Prevention of Disease' (1931, London) . If, therefore, I plead guilty to the somewhat misleading nature of the title I hope I shall not be pontifical about a subject I am not competent to deal with in depth. But I have had some personal experiences which may illustrate a small corner of this field, and my interest in it.
International Relations in Medicine
Relations between medical men of different countriesthis I take to be the meaning of the term 'international relations in medicine' -are formed at many levels, and become effective when groups of individuals pursue a common objective.
Some International Agencies
A recent number of the WHO Chronicle claims that the first attempt to tackle disease through an international relationship of doctors was when the International Sanitary Bureau was formed in 1902. This later became the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau, and since 1949 has acted as the Regional Office for the Americas of the World Health Organization. Thus was started what is surely the most far-reaching example of international relations in medicine, namely the World Health Organization, built on the sound foundations laid down by the Health Organization of the League of Nations between the two world wars.
As a specialized agency of the United Nations the membership of WHO is governmental. Since the last war another attempt at international relations in medicine was made when the World Medical Association was formed. It, too, was based on a former international medical association, which had its headquarters in France between the two wars. In WMA the unit of membership is non-governmental, being the principal national medical association in the countries concerned.
When UNESCO was set up as another agency of the United Nations, it put out a small shoot called the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences. Here the unit of membership is the international medical society. For example, the executive committee at present has on it representatives of the International Union of Biochemistry, the International Pediatric Association, the World Federation of Neurology and the International Society of Surgery, and is now linked to WHO.
At different times I have come into contact with these various bodies, and in particular with all of them in the work of the First World Conference on Medical Education held in London in 1953 under the auspices of WMA, with the co-operation of WHO, CIOMS and the International Association of Universities.
Another example of bringing medical men of different countries together is the International Union of the Medical Press, which met, for example, in London in 1957 under the auspices of the British Medical Journal. Like the precursor of WMA this had, and still has, its headquarters in France.
The British Council
At the beginning of the last war representatives of the Medical Research Council and the Ministry of Information asked me if I would prepare articles on British social medicine in order to counteract German propaganda against Britain. German articles in the foreign medical press declared that in Britain only the rich got
